
BLACKSEA KILYOS TOUR 
  Daily Tours.   Call for price  

Kilyos, istanbul, istanbul
Blacksea Kilyos Tour
TOUR 9  : BLACKSEA KILYOS  TOUR ( FULL DAY W?TH LUNCH ) P?CK UP (BETWEN ) : 08:30 –
08:50 am DEPARTURE  T?ME : 09:00 am RETURN T?ME (BETWEEN ) : 18:00 – 19:00  pm The tour
including visiting ( K?lyos beach , Belgrad forest , Amirgan park , Istinya park Mall ) We will pick up you
from the hotel in the morning and we will transition to the black sea kilyos beach in the europian side . Kilyos
beach : is a village located in the Sar?yer district of Istanbul, Turkey. It is also a well-known seaside resort on
the Black Sea coast of the European side of Istanbul Province, famous with its beaches. There is a 14th
century Genoese castle in the village, which was restored during the era of the Ottoman sultan Mahmud II,
but it is not publicly accessible since it is located in the military zone. A historical cistern, eight cannons, and
a 26 meter-high monumental plane tree are also spectacular within the castle area. After that we will visit
belgrad forest and take a lunch inside the nature , and visiting the amirgane park . Belgrade forest : is a mixed
deciduous forest lying 15 kilometers north-west of Istanbul, Turkey. Geographically, the forest is located at
the easternmost point of the Thracian Peninsula. Forest terrain is divided between Sar?yer and Eyüp districts.
Several historical reservoirs lie within the forest. With a region around 5,500 hectares of forest it houses
many plant, bird and animal species. The most common tree in the forest is Sessile Oak. (Quercus petraea)
Belgrad forest is under protection and is one of the most visited recreational areas of Istanbul. It's named after
the captures of Siege of Belgrade who settled in an abandoned village in the forest. Amrigan Park : is a
historical urban park located in Emirgan neighborhood at theBosphorus in Sar?yer district
of Istanbul, Turkey. It is one of the largest public parks in Istanbul. In the Byzantine era, the entire area,
where today the park stretches, was covered with cypress trees and known as "Kyparades" or "Cypress
Forest". It became known as "Feridun Bey Park", when the uninhabited land was granted in the mid-16th
century to Ni?anc? Feridun Bey, a Lord Chancellor in rank in the Ottoman Empire . ?n the last of the trip we
will visit the biggest mall in turkey open it new in istinya . Istinya Park Mall : Since our opening in
September 2007 we are working non-stop with our 300 stores to offer the best service to our visitors. We
provide a vast selection thanks to our 270.000m2 construction area, 87.000m2 store area, 3600 units carpark
and wide range of stores. It is our pleasure to offer viable alternatives to our wide scale of visitors from all
ages and backgrounds. The shopping mall features both indoor and outdoor space. With its giant glass dome
and glass ceilings our mall brings the sun in and gives our visitors the perceft harmony of indoor comfort and
outdoor airiness.
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